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Abstract 
 
In automotive air conditioning (A/C) systems, the compressor lubricant is circulated throughout 
the system with refrigerant. At different oil concentrations, the circulating mixture exhibits 
different properties, which affects the characteristics of heat transfer, pressure drop and mass 
retention in each component. The purpose of this thesis is to measure and model refrigerant and 
lubricant mass distribution in each component of an automotive A/C system. Quick Closing 
Valve Technique (QCVT) combined with Remove and Weigh Technique is employed to 
measure the refrigerant mass, with an overall uncertainty within 2%. Three different techniques-
Remove and Weigh, Mix and Sample and Flushing- are used to determine the mass of lubricant. 
The total mass of lubricant in the system is determined with 5% uncertainty in average. R134a 
and its new environmental friendly alternative R1234yf are used with PAG 46 oil as working 
fluid at different Oil Circulation Ratio (OCR), ranging from 2% to 4%. Experiments are 
conducted in two system, one with a fixed Orifice Tube (OT) and low pressure side accumulator, 
the other with a Thermal Expansion Valve (TXV) and a high pressure side receiver. In each 
system, R134a and R1234yf show similar results in terms of refrigerant and lubricant retention at 
I-35 steady state condition. An experimentally validated model is developed to estimate both 
refrigerant and oil retention in the microchannel condenser and plate-and-fin evaporator that are 
used in the experimental system.  
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Overview 
Oil in a vapor compression refrigeration system is important to provide sealing and lubricating 
for the compressor. In an automotive A/C system where oil separator is less commonly used, oil 
is inevitably mixed with refrigerant and travels throughout the system. It can appear in the form 
of mist, droplets, a thin oil rich film or a fairly homogeneous liquid mixture with refrigerant, 
depending on its location and the system configuration. The presence of oil can significantly 
change the properties of the working fluid, degrade heat transfer and increase pressure drop. 
Large amount of oil retention outside the compressor can cause compressor failure due to 
insufficient lubrication. As a result, the amount of oil in circulation and oil retention has a direct 
influence on the system performance and compressor reliability.  
The current research will focus on polyalkylene glycol (PAG) synthetic lubricant with two 
refrigerants pairs: R134a, the widely used refrigerant, and its new environmental friendly 
alternative R1234yf. The new refrigerant R1234yf has a low Global Warming Potential (GWP=4, 
compared with R134a at GWP=1300) and has been developed as a practically drop-in 
replacement for R134a. The purpose of this study is to investigate refrigerant and oil mass 
retention characteristics of R134a/PAG 46 and R1234yf/PAG 46 and develop a reasonable 
model for refrigerant and oil mass retention in heat exchangers. 
 
1.2 Literature review 
1.2.1 Experimental technique to measure refrigerant mass retention 
In the literature, experimental techniques used to measure refrigerant mass inventory are divided 
into two categories: The Quick-Closing Valve Technique (QCVT) and the On-Line 
Measurement Technique (OLMT).  
 
Quick-Closing Valve Technique (QCVT) 
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The QCVT is an intrusive method and requires stopping the system upon measurement. To 
implement the QCVT, ball valves installed on each end of the section of interest are closed 
simultaneously. Mass of the trapped fluid can be determined with a combined secondary 
procedure. One secondary procedure is called Remove and Weigh Technique (RWT). 
Refrigerant from the system or the section is distilled into a chilled recovery cylinder, usually 
chilled by ice or liquid nitrogen, and the mass is determined by comparing the weight of cylinder 
before and after recovery. Another secondary procedure expands the refrigerant from a section 
into a tank where superheated state is reached [1]. The mass is calculated based on the internal 
volume and the pressure-volume-temperature (p-v-T) relationship. 
QCVT is very intuitive and obviously easy to implement as it only requires proper valves and 
signals for simultaneous closing. The valves can be solenoid or hand-operated, depending on the 
accuracy of simultaneous closing, but valves of the ball type are preferred so that continuity of 
bore in the pipe is ensured.  
In 1982, Tanaka et al [2] applied the QCVT on a residential 1-ton R-22 heat pump system. 
Magnetic valves were used to trap refrigerant in three sections: the indoor heat exchanger, the 
outdoor heat exchanger and the compressor section in which accumulator was also included. 
After the RWT was applied, residual was assumed to be at a superheat state and the density was 
calculated based on pressure and temperature measurements. Knowing the internal volume of the 
section, mass of refrigerant was calculated. Mulroy and Didion [3] used the same procedure on a 
residential 3-ton R22 heat pump system running in cooling mode, but divided the system into 
five sections with pneumatically operated valves.  
By using recovery cylinder chilled with liquid nitrogen, Hoehne and Hrnjak [4] were able to 
measure refrigerant mass in less than 0.1 g uncertainty in each section of a low charge (<150g) 
hydrocarbon (propane) refrigerant system. Peuker [5] used QCVT and RWT to measure 
refrigerant mass distribution on an automotive A/C system in transient and steady state. A 
measurement uncertainty of 0.4% regarding total refrigerant mass was achieved with liquid 
nitrogen as cooling medium. 
The other secondary method after QCVT, as introduced by Björk [1], used an expansion tank 
where refrigerant can reach a superheat thermodynamic equilibrium. Using the p-v-T 
relationship and the known internal volume, mass can be calculated. The size of the tank should 
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be large enough so that superheat state is ensured. According to the comparison, the difference 
between these two secondary procedures is small ranging from 1% to 5%. 
 
On-Line Measurement Technique (OLMT) 
Compared with QCVT, the other global measuring technique OLMT is a direct measuring 
technique. By weighing the section while the system is still running, OLMT provides dynamic 
measurements without interrupting the system operation. According to Miller’s [6] result on a 3-
ton R22 split-system air-to-air heat pump, the accuracy for the weighing system is about 0.05 kg 
while system is running. 
The force balance is the major problem affecting the accuracy of weight measurements. Miller [6] 
used flexible coupling between outdoor unit and the vapor and liquid line to eliminate vertical 
thrust. From the measurement on a 3-ton split-system air-to-air residential heat pump, Belth et al. 
[7] concluded that zigzag copper tubing around the component is necessary to reduce the 
stiffness. However, this would cause significant increase of refrigerant mass in the system. 
 
1.2.2 Experimental results of refrigerant mass distribution 
Tanaka et al [2] measured the refrigerant migration of a 1-ton R22 heat pump in heating mode 
during start-up, stop-start and steady state. During steady state, 68.5% of the total refrigerant 
charge was found in the outdoor heat exchanger in cooling mode and 35.7% in heating mode. 
Mulroy and Didion [3] measured refrigerant migration of 3-ton R22 heat pump and found 83% 
of total refrigerant charge in condenser and liquid line under steady state. Miller [6] measured the 
refrigerant migration of a 3-ton R22 heat pump in heating mode for two different ambient 
temperatures. His steady state results showed that at -1 
o
C outdoor temperature, 53.7% 
refrigerant mass was in the outdoor unit while at 10 
o
C outdoor temperature, the refrigerant mass 
was only 34.2%. The extra mass, as a result of temperature change, was shifted into the 
accumulator. Belth et al [7] confirmed Mulroy and Didion’s [3] results on a 3-ton R22 split–
system air-to-air heat pump during transients. Besides, the change of refrigerant mass in the 
compressor during transients was found to be very small. Hoehne and Hrnjak [4] measured 
charge distribution for a low charge (110g to 130g) R290 (propane) system under steady state.  
The cooling capacity was held beween 1.1 kW and 1.3kW, resulting in a fairly constant 
refrigerant mass distribution. Sheth and Newell [8] measured refrigerant and oil distribution in a 
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1.5 kW R22 window A/C system. The condenser was found to have the largest amount of 
refrigerant compared with other components due to its much bigger volume and a region filled 
with liquid.  
Björk and Palm [9] presented data for steady state refrigerant mass distribution in a capillary 
tube throttled cooling system at various thermal loads. Conclusions showed that “condenser and 
compressor mass charges increased whereas the evaporator charge decreased upon increased 
thermal load”. From the lowest to highest thermal load investigated (74 W -145 W), mass in the 
evaporator had the largest variation with a decrease over 30%. No subcooling or superheat was 
observed in the experiment. So the mass increase in the condenser and compressor was explained 
by the increased system pressure while the mass decrease in the evaporator was explained by a 
decreased charge in the accumulator and an increased inlet quality.  
Peuker [5] investigated lubricant and refrigerant migration during transients and steady state on a 
4.2 kW R134a automotive A/C system. The system was divided into five sections: compressor, 
condenser, liquid line, evaporator and accumulator. Refrigerant distribution was measured from 
the system “under charged” (600g) to “over charged” (1500g). The results showed that before 
critical charge (1000g), refrigerant in each component increased as total refrigerant charge. 
However, after critical charge, the increase in total refrigerant mass was mostly stored in 
accumulator and mass in each of the rest components remained fairly constant. It was also found 
due to the presence of oil, the refrigerant mass in accumulator would be significantly 
underestimated if pure refrigerant properties were considered. He further demonstrated that it 
was insufficient to use temperature and pressure measurements alone and combine with vapor-
liquid-equilibrium (VLE) equation to predict the concentration of R134a in the liquid refrigerant-
lubricant mixture inside the accumulator under steady state conditions. 
 
1.2.3 Experimental technique to measure lubricant 
There has been extensive research on lubricant hold up in vapor compression system over the 
past four decades. Since oil is the primary lubricant in vapor compression system, the term oil 
and lubricant are used interchangeably throughout this study.  
Various methods have been developed or applied to focus on different parts of the system. In 
1990, Schlager et al [10] measured oil quantity in smooth and micro-fin tubes during 
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condensation and evaporation. They showed that the parameters affect oil retention were mass 
flux, oil concentration, viscosity, exit conditions. 
In 1997, Shedd and Newell [11] developed a non-intrusive, automated, optical technique to 
measure film thickness. In the method, light is reflected from the surface of a liquid film flowing 
over a transparent wall. The reflected light was captured and the position was used to calculate 
the film thickness and film slope. It provided an agreement of less than 3% with needle-contact 
method.  
In 2001 Lee [12], used injection-extraction method to investigate oil retention in a vertical 
suction line. Oil was injected at the bottom of a pure refrigerant suction line and was separated at 
the top by using oil separators. The oil retention was the difference between mass of oil injected 
and that of oil extracted. This method was later used to measure oil retention in each part of a 
CO2/PAG 46 A/C system by Lee [13] in 2003 and that of a residential A/C system by Cremaschi 
[14] in 2004. The uncertainty, according to Cremaschi [14], was estimated to be 12% relative 
error. 
Crompton et al [15] employed QCVT and RWT to investigate oil retention in smooth and micro-
fin tube. Similar with the method mentioned previously for refrigerant, valves on both ends of 
the section of interest were closed simultaneously. After refrigerant was slowly released, the 
section was removed from the test loop and weighed so that oil retention is determined. The 
average uncertainty was 4.9%. Zoellick [16] and Ankit [17] employed similar method to measure 
oil retention in suction lines. The uncertainties reported by the two authors were 0.5% and 2%, 
respectively. 
Peuker [5] developed three secondary techniques after QCVT to investigate oil migration on 
automotive A/C system during transients and steady state. RWT was used for measuring 
compressor oil retention after refrigerant was recovered by using liquid nitrogen. Flushing 
technique was used for measuring oil retention in accumulator, where oil was flushed out by pure 
refrigerant for multiple times. Mix and Sample Technique (MST) was used for condenser, liquid 
line and evaporator. During mix and sample, a known amount of pure refrigerant was injected to 
the section of interest. After the new mixture is well mixed, a small sample was taken and oil 
amount could be calculated. The method was very time-consuming, but was able to determine a 
total amount of oil within 2% on a system with 4.2 kW cooling capacity. 
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Wujek et al [18] proposed a mathematical image analysis technique to quantitatively measure 
film and droplets found in annular-mist flows. This method was non-intrusive, but capable of 
measuring multiple parameters such as drop size, velocity and velocity and film wavelength and 
wave speed. It was directly applicable to oil retention measurements in the compressor discharge 
line. 
 
1.2.4 Experimental results to measure lubricant distribution 
Schlager et al [10] measured oil quantity in smooth and micro-fin tube during evaporation and 
condensation. They showed that for R22 with 150 to 300 SUS mineral oil (MO), mass flux, oil 
concentration, viscosity, exit conditions and evaporation pressure were parameters to affect oil 
retention. Significant increase of oil retention in the evaporator was observed if evaporator outlet 
temperature is above saturation. Variation in mass flux and saturation pressure did not have a 
significant effect on oil retention but more oil would be retained if more viscous. 
Crompton et al [15] measured oil retention in smooth, axially microfinned and helically 
microfinned copper tube. The refrigerant/oil mixtures examined include R134a with a polyol 
ester (POE), R134a with a polyalkylene glycol (PAG), R134a with an alkylbenzene (AB), R22 
with an AB and R410A with a POE. Oil retention was showed to be sensitive to quality, mass 
flux, tube type and lubricant concentration. Void fraction and flow visualization were examined 
to determine the oil effect and a semi-empirical model was developed. 
Lee [12] investigated oil retention of three refrigerant oil mixtures, R134a with AB ISO-8, AB 
ISO-10 and MO ISO-10, in a vertical suction line. It was showed that AB ISO-10 oil has higher 
oil retention than that of AB ISO-8, which has a lower viscosity. MO ISO-10 has significant 
higher retention than AB ISO-10 at 1 m/s vapor velocity, due to its poor solubility with R134a. 
However at higher vapor velocity of 4.6 m/s, oil retention was not affected by oil type and 
viscosity. Visualization of the flow showed annular flow and churn flow patterns in the range of 
refrigerant and oil mass flow rate investigated.  
Lee [13] conducted experimental and theoretical investigation in different components of a CO2 
A/C system. Partially miscible oil PAG 46 was used. For higher refrigerant mass flux, less oil 
volume was retained in the heat exchangers, and this also results in a lower pressure drop penalty 
factor. Oil retention model, with empirically correlated friction factor, was developed to 
generalize oil retention in various conditions in suction line. 
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Cremaschi [14] took similar approach and studied oil retention in all major components of A/C 
system with R22/MO, R410A/POE, R134a/POE and R134a/PAG mixtures. It was found that oil 
retention in each component was sensitive to OCR. Cremaschi concluded that suction line was 
the most critical and sensitive component for oil retention.  A high degree of solubility and 
miscibility between the refrigerant and oil reduce liquid film viscosity and thus oil retained in the 
system. R410A/MO mixtures fall into the second class and show higher oil retention 
characteristics. 
Peuker [5] measured the migration of R134a and PAG 46 in an automotive A/C system.  Under 
steady state condition, 55% of lubricant mass was found in the accumulator, 11% in evaporator, 
condenser and compressor and 6% in liquid and discharge tube. An increase in total refrigerant 
charge above critical charge (1000g) - while keeping the amount of lubricant constant- resulted 
in an increase in lubricant hold –up in accumulator and a decrease of lubricant in all other 
sections, including the compressor. The OCR was reduced from 4.5% to 3.4% when refrigerant 
mass was increased from 1000g to 1500g. 
 
1.3 Project Objectives 
 
The primary objective of this study was to investigate oil and refrigerant mass distribution in an 
automotive air conditioning system, with focus on the comparison of R134a and R1234yf with 
PAG 46 oil. The project aimed to measure oil and refrigerant mass in the major component of the 
system with different system configuration, mass flux and OCR. The method of Quick Closing 
Valve Technique was used to isolate each component when the system was operating at steady 
state. Different secondary techniques were applied to measure refrigerant and oil in different 
component. A semi-empirical model was to be developed to predict refrigerant and oil retention 
in condenser and evaporator, which may help to provide heat exchanger designers with tools and 
guidelines in terms of mass retention. 
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CHAPTER 2-EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND SYSTEM 
 
2.1 Laboratory and instrumentation 
The experimental facility used in this study is based on the facility developed by Peuker [5] with 
a few modifications. It consists of two environmental chambers, a control and data acquisition 
system and a compressor stand, as shown in figure 2.1. The two environmental chambers, as 
referred to as outdoor chamber and indoor chamber, are 4.7m×2.5m×2.3m and 
4.7m×2.2m×2.3m respectively. Condenser is installed at the entrance of an open-loop wind 
tunnel in the outdoor chamber. The evaporator, remaining installed in the original heating 
ventilation air conditioning (HVAC) module, is located in the wind tunnel in the indoor chamber. 
The wind tunnels in the outdoor and indoor chamber are of similar design, but are built from1.9 
cm thick plywood and 0.75 cm thick polycarbonate sheets, respectively. Radial blade blowers, 
controlled by variable frequency drive, are used to draw air through wind tunnels. Air pressure 
drop across nozzle is measured by differential pressure transducer and temperature is measured 
by welded type-T thermocouples at the nozzle throats. Pressure drop and temperature across 
nozzle throat are used to calculate air flow rate with nozzle calibration curve. Electric heaters- 
controlled by proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers- are used to heat up the air. An 
R404A chiller is balance the heat rejection the outdoor chamber to. Dry-bulb air temperature is 
measured by thermocouple grids installed upstream and downstream of both condenser and 
evaporator. Chilled-mirror dew point sensors monitor the dew point temperature in the indoor 
chamber. 
On the refrigerant side, type-T immersed thermocouple and absolute pressure transducer are used 
to measure temperature and pressure within the system. Differential pressure transducer 
measures pressure drop across the evaporator. A Coriolis type mass flow meter, located in the 
liquid line where mixture is in a subcooled single phase, is used to measure total mass flow rate. 
A torque transducer and tachometer is installed between the compressor and electrical motor to 
determine the actual shaft power input. Two scales are used for mass measurements. Although 
both scales showed 1 significant digit, the scale with smaller measure limit is expected to have 
higher accuracy. The smaller scale is always preferred if the object weight is below the 
measuring limit. 
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The data acquisition system, Hewlett-Packard 75000, consists of a voltmeter module and three 
multiplexer cards with 16 channels each. Each of the multiplexer cards has a thermistor on the 
board to provide direct temperature readings from thermocouple signals. Data are processed by 
Agilent VEE software and sent to Excel spreadsheet every 4 second. The data is then processed 
in Engineering Equation Solver (EES) and Excel. Table 2.1 lists the measurement instruments 
and their specifications. 
The uncertainty of direct measurements is also specified in Table 2.1. The overall uncertainty 
was calculated based on uncertainties of these directly measurements through the following 
propagation rule from Equation 2.1. 
 
2
2
1
N
c i
i i
y
u u x
x
 
  
 

    (2.1)
 
where uc is the combined standard uncertainty, y is the calculated variable, xi is the directly 
measured variable and u(xi) is the uncertainty of the xi. An expanded uncertainty interval U, with 
a factor of 2, is chosen for higher level of confidence of approximately 95%, according to a 
normal distribution function. 
cU ku with k=2     (2.2) 
Y y U       (2.3) 
 
 
2.2 Experimental system 
2.2.1 Breadboard system 
Two system configurations were used in the investigation. One used a fixed orifice tube (OT) 
and low pressure side accumulator, referred as OT-accumulator system. This system was chosen 
and investigated by Peuker [5] as it was an original R134a system used in a 2007 GM product, as 
shown in Figure 2.1. The other used a thermal expansion valve (TXV) and a high pressure side 
receiver, referred as TXV-receiver system. The same original parts- a fixed displacement 
compressor, a microchannel condenser and a plate-and-fin evaporator were used for both 
systems. Ball valves were used to divide system into sections, as shown in Figure 2.2.  
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Table 2. 1 Specifications of experimental instruments 
 
Instrument 
 
Range 
 
Accuracy 
 
Description/Location 
 
Type T welded 
thermocouple wire 
-200 °C to +200 °C 
greater of 0.5 °C or 
0.4% reading (above 
0 °C) 
air temperatures 
Type T immersed 
thermocouple 
-200 °C to +200 °C 
greater of 0.5 °C or 
0.4% reading (above 
0 °C) 
refrigerant 
temperatures 
Dew point sensor -40 °C to +60 °C ±0.1 °C 
airflow upstream and 
downstream of 
evaporator 
Differential 
pressure transducer 
0 to 206.8 kPa ±0.25 % full scale 
pressure drop across 
evaporator 
0 to 762 Pa ±0.25 % full scale 
pressure drop across 
flow nozzles 
Absolute pressure 
transducer 
0 to 1379.0 kPa ±0.05 % full scale evaporator outlet 
0 to 1379.0 kPa ±0.05 % full scale accumulator outlet 
0 to 3447.4 kPa ±0.1 % full scale compressor inlet 
0 to 6894.8 kPa ±0.1 % full scale condenser inlet/outlet 
Mass Flow Rate 0 to 1.89 kg/s 
±0.35 % of Flow 
Rate 
compressor outlet 
Torquemeter 0 to 28.2 Nm ±0.15 % full scale compressor shaft 
Tachometer 0 to 15,000 rpm 
60 Voltage 
pulses/rev 
compressor shaft 
Scale 
0 to 6100 g ±0.1 g 
to measure mass of 
sampling cylinder, 
compressor and oil 
0 to 12,000 g ±0.1 g 
to measure mass of 
recovery cylinder 
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Figure 2. 1 Schematic of OT-Accumulator system 
 
 
Figure 2. 2 Schematic of TXV-Receiver system 
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Table 2. 2 Tube lengths comparison- original and breadboard system 
 
Tube length (mm) Original 
system 
OT-
Accumulator 
system 
TXV-Receiver 
system 
Compressor to Condenser 1036 3443 3443 
Condenser to Evaporator 1450 4981 8131 
Evaporator to Accumulator/TXV 0 765 429 
Accumulator/TXV to Compressor 699 1473 1253 
 
The components in the facility are located at the same relative height as they are in the original 
vehicle. Usually the compressor is located at the lowest location so that oil can flow back to 
compressor when system is off. System volume is different as tube length is changed for the 
system to fit into the facility. The original accumulator is replaced with a transparent 
accumulator in the OT-accumulator system.  
As Table 2.2 shows, tubes in both experimental systems are much longer than the original 
system. The largest difference in tubing length is from condenser to evaporator, also known as 
the liquid line, due to the large size of the environment chamber. The tube length and internal 
diameter used in OT system and TXV system are listed in Table 2.3 and 2.4, as labeled in Figure 
2.3 and 2.4, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2. 3 Schematic of OT-Accumulator system 
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Table 2. 3 Tube lengths for OT-Accumulator system 
Tube # Tube length (mm) ID(mm) 
1 1938 10.21 
2 400 10.21 
3 1105 10.21 
4 171 10.21 
5 2426 10.21 
6 2002 10.21 
7 133 10.21 
8 249 10.21 
9 219 15.75 
10 546 15.75 
11 724 15.75 
12 749 15.75 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 4 Schematic of TXV-Receiver system 
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Table 2. 4 Tube lengths for TXV-Receiver system 
 
Tube # Tube length (mm) ID(mm) 
1 1938 10.21 
2 400 10.21 
3 1105 10.21 
4 395 10.21 
5 4347 10.21 
6 2091 10.21 
7 429 7.747 
8 545 15.75 
9 503 15.75 
10 750 15.75 
 
2.2.2 Determination of system volume 
The change in internal volume may result in significant difference in mass retention. Two 
methods were used to determine the volume. The first is to calculate volume based on 
geometrical information. The second fills the system with a known amount of gas. Density is 
calculated based on equilibrium temperature and pressure. Volume is thus calculated as the ratio 
of mass and density. 
Geometrical Method 
The internal volumes of the system components- condenser, expansion device, evaporator and 
accumulator – are provided by the manufacturer. With the length and internal diameters listed in 
Table 2.3 and 2.4. The internal volumes for each section is calculated and summarized in Table 
2.5 and 2.7. Uncertainties in the table are only calculated from the uncertainty of tube length 
measurements, which is estimated to be 50 mm. The geometrical internal volume of the 
compressor is not provided and will be measured by isothermal gas method. Internal volumes of 
pressure taps, immersed thermocouples, charge ports and tubing are not included in the table. 
These volumes are regarded as “inactive volume” as refrigerant is not actively flowing through 
these regions. However, they still hold refrigerant mass. These volumes will be covered in 
isothermal gas method.  
Isothermal Gas Method 
Gas with higher density is preferred because the scale would have better accuracy if the weight 
difference is larger. Carbon dioxide, with a stated purity of 99.9% as received, is selected. Before 
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charging, lubricant needs to be removed from the system to avoid diffusion of carbon dioxide. 
The procedure will be described in the chapter of experimental procedure. After removing the oil, 
each section is evacuated, and then charged with certain amount of carbon dioxide, the weight of 
which is measured by the scale. Temperature and pressure are recorded after thermal equilibrium 
is reached. The procedure is repeated for each section. Results are listed in Table 2.5 and 2.7. 
The internal volumes calculated using two methods agree with each other. The isothermal gas 
method has a consistently larger value as expected due to the “inactive volume”. As mentioned 
previously the inactive volume can hold refrigerant mass as well, the values of isothermal gas 
method are used. 
  
Table 2. 5 Geometrical internal volumes of OT-Accumulator system 
 
  Volume (cm
3
) Volume (cm
3
) 
Tube #1 
Mass flow meter 
159 
4 
Suction Line 
258±9 
Muffler 62   
Tube #2 33   
Valve 5   
Tube #3 90 Condenser Section 
Condenser 603 707±9 
Tube #4 14   
Valve 5   
Tube #5 198 Liquid Tube Section 
sight glass 12 374±9 
Tube #6 164   
Valve 5   
Tube #7 11 Evaporator Section 
Exp. Device 30 985±18 
Tube #8 20   
Evaporator 881   
Tube #9 43   
Valve 5   
Tube #10 106 Accumulator Section 
Accumulator 1234  1481±20 
Tube #11 141   
Valve 5   
Tube #12 
 
146 
 
Discharge Line 
146±10  
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Table 2. 6 Internal volume of OT-Accumulator system – Isothermal gas method 
 
Section 
Charged 
CO2 
(g) 
Equilibrium P&T 
Density 
(kg/m
3
) 
Volume 
(Isothermal) 
(cm
3
) 
Volume 
(Geometrical) 
(cm
3
) P (kPa) T (℃) 
compressor 12.4 557 22.2 10.28 1206±49 N/A 
condenser 33.1 2301 24.1 46.91 705±11 707±9 
liquid tube 30.9 3626 23.6 82.52 374±6 374±9 
evaporator 24.4 1190 22.2 22.78 1071±22 985±18 
accumulator 20.4 704 22.6 13.08 1560±38  1481±20 
 
 
 
Table 2. 7 Geometrical internal volumes of TXV-Receiver system 
 
  Volume(cm
3
)   Volume(cm
3
)   
Tube #1 159 Discharge Line   
Tube #2 33 254±9   
Muffler 62 
  
  
Valve 5       
Tube #3 90 Condenser Section   
Condenser 603 725±9   
Tube #4 32 
  
  
Valve 5       
Valve 5       
Receiver 75 
 
  
Valve 5       
Valve 5       
Mass flow meter 4 Liquid Tube Section   
Tube #5 356 558±15   
Sight glass 12 
  
  
Tube #6  185 
  
  
Valve 5       
Tube #7 27 Evaporator Section   
Evaporator 881 1038±24   
Tube #8 124 
  
  
Valve 5       
Tube #9 98 Suction Line   
Valve 5 249±20   
Tube #10 146 
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Table 2. 8 Internal volume of TXV-Receiver system 
 
Section 
Charged 
CO2 
(g) 
Equilibrium P&T 
Density 
(kg/m
3
) 
Volume 
(Isothermal) 
(cm
3
) 
Volume 
(Geometrical) 
(cm
3
) P (kPa) T (℃) 
compressor 14.1 562 22.4 10.37 1360±48 N/A 
condenser 29.7 1916 22.6 38.34 775±13 725±9 
liquid tube 21.9 1863 24.9 36.74 596±14 558±15 
evaporator 22.7 1054 23.4 19.91 1140±25 1038±24 
 
 
2.3 Experimental procedure 
Peuker [5] concluded that the Quick Closing Valve Technique (QCVT) is the more suitable to 
comply with the research objective, i.e. to measure refrigerant and lubricant distribution over the 
major components of a refrigeration system.  The other method in literature, On-line 
Measurement Technique (OLMT), cannot measure lubricant mass distribution and requires 
expensive modification of the system. Following the techniques developed by Peuker [5], 
Remove and Weigh Technique (RWT) is used as a secondary technique to measure refrigerant 
mass. Three different secondary techniques are chosen to match the specific need of the 
measurement of lubricant for each component, with the principle of accuracy but simplicity. 
However, due to the time-intensive nature of QCVT, each data set takes over 40 hours of lab 
work. The procedure is briefly described below. 
 
2.3.1 Flushing and Charging Procedure 
It’s hard to determine how much oil the system contains after each experiment. A simple way is 
to remove all of it and charge desired amount. Exploiting the miscibility of PAG 46 and R134a, a 
commercial recycling device, Robinar 700, is used to flush the system. The commercial 
recycling device fills the system with R134a and pumps the flow through. Since PAG 46 used is 
miscible with R134a for a wide range of conditions, it’s mixed with R134a and drained into oil 
bottle after separation.  Oil bottle is weighed every time after each flushing is completed. The 
commercial recycling device is effective in removing oil, as the weight difference becomes 
smaller each time, but the difference of the weight of oil bottle before and after each flushing is 
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not necessarily the oil removed from the system. Oil may retain in the device and some lubricant 
of the device itself will be purged into the oil bottle, on an average of 1.6 g per flushing. From 
the tests and experience, three times of flushing is considered enough to clean the components 
except compressor. 
The compressor is flushed separately because the pistons inside the compressor have tight seals 
which will block the flow when the commercial recycling device starts pumping. It has to be 
flushed manually by filling liquid R134a to dissolve the oil, during which the compressor shaft 
could be gently turned to help dissolving. The liquid R134a and PAG 46 mixture is then 
recovered using a sampling cylinder chilled with liquid nitrogen. During this recovery procedure 
the compressor is mounted upside down to drain as much liquid refrigerant-lubricant mixture as 
possible into the sampling cylinder. The compressor is also weighed before and after each flush. 
Tare weight is determined when the weight difference converges at the detection limit of the 
scale. The results are plotted in the Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2. 5 Determination of compressor tare weight 
 
Oil charge is different for each experiment for different OCR’s. But before starting the system, 
the oil charge in the compressor should be charged to a total amount of 50 g for sealing and 
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lubrication, as recommended by the manufacturer. Oil is carefully poured into the suction hole. 
Cups and funnels used are weighed before and after charging to determine the actual amount of 
oil charge. For OT-accumulator system, the rest of oil is charged into the accumulator. For TXV-
receiver system, the rest of oil is charged into the receiver.  
Distilled refrigerant is charged into the system using low-loss refrigerant hoses. Hoses are 
flushed and evacuated before charging. Charge tests are performed to determine the desired 
charge for the maximized Coefficient of Performance (COP). The actual fill-in-mass is 
determined by the weight difference of the refrigerant cylinder before and after charging.  
 
2.3.2 Procedure for Measuring Refrigerant Mass 
After the system reaches steady state, i.e. air temperature, refrigerant temperature and pressure 
and compressor power, etc. stabilize over a period of time, data is taken for 10 minutes to record 
the system performance. Hand-operated ball valves are then closed simultaneously upon light 
signal and compressor is shut down 1 second after. Sampling cylinder is connected to the section 
port through the low-loss refrigerant hoses.   After evacuation, slowly open the valves and cool 
the cylinder with liquid nitrogen. After 20 minutes, disconnect and warm up the cylinder above 
dew point temperature and measure the weight. Since oil will be entrained into the sampling 
cylinder, the measured weight is the total weight of refrigerant and oil mixture.  
To separate refrigerant from oil, the sampling cylinder is connected to an ice-bathed recovery 
cylinder through a mass flow meter. By controlling the mass flow rate, vapor refrigerant is 
slowly recovered. A piece of transparent tube is installed to observe the flow to make sure only 
vapor flows through. When the mass flow meter indicates zero, sampling cylinder is placed in a 
bucket of warm water (40 ℃) for 1 hour.  An acetone cleaned magnetic stirrer, with weight 
measured, is added into the sampling cylinder, which is then placed onto a hot plate stirrer device. 
The stirrer is set to 1100 revolution per minute and the heating plate is set at 90 ℃ surface 
temperature. Meanwhile the sampling cylinder is also connected to a vacuum pump to evacuate 
for 20 minutes. The sampling cylinder is weighed again. According to Peuker [5], less than 0.04 
g of refrigerant will remain in the sampling cylinder after this process. 
With tare weight of sampling cylinder, total weight of cylinder and refrigerant-oil mixture and 
the weight of cylinder and oil, refrigerant weight and oil weight can be evaluated respectively. 
Most of the refrigerant in the section is recovered but some still remains dissolved in the oil in 
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and is released over time. It was found that the system takes 12 to 16 hours to reach near 
equilibrium. Therefore, the system is left at rest for at least 12 hours before recording the 
equilibrium temperature and pressure, which are used to calculate vapor density. The vapor mass 
in each section is then determined by multiplying section volume with density.  
 
2.3.3 Procedure for Measuring Lubricant Mass 
Aside from the oil entrained into the sampling cylinder, three different secondary techniques are 
used to measure lubricant left in each section. Theoretically Remove and Weigh Technique 
(RWT) can be applied to any part of the system. However, it will take an extraordinarily long 
time to remove the heat exchangers and install them back. Besides, the large size would 
introduce uncertainty to measure the weight. So RWT is only applied to the compressor. The 
compressor is physically removed from the system and weighed. Since refrigerant has been 
extracted, the weight difference compared with tare compressor is the mass of lubricant. 
Flushing technique is used to measure oil in accumulator, compressor discharge line and suction 
line, respectively. Distilled R134a is filled into the section. The refrigerant-oil mixture is then 
drained into a sampling cylinder chilled by liquid nitrogen. After separation, as described 
previously, the mass of oil is determined. Due to the complex geometry, the accumulator 
requires extra two flushing. 
Mix and Sample Technique (MST) is used to measure oil mass in condenser, liquid line and 
evaporator. The Mix and Sample Device (MSD), developed by Peuker [5] for MST, is used to 
homogenize the oil refrigerant mixture. As shown in Figure 2.6, the MSD has a vessel to provide 
space for mixing and a transparent tube to monitor the liquid volume. The MSD, mounted on a 
portable frame, is installed close to the section but at higher elevation. After connected and 
evacuated, warm distilled refrigerant is charged through the charge port until a small amount of 
vapor is still visible at the top of the transparent tube. The reason for higher elevation and warm 
refrigerant is to fully fill up the section and avoid vapor pockets caused by evaporation. The fill-
in mass is determined by a scale. Gear pump, driven by magnetic force to avoid introducing 
another lubricant, is turned on for 1 hour. To take a sample, the sampling cylinder is cooled by 
liquid nitrogen and valves are slowly opened to avoid visible flashing in the transparent tube. 
Based on experience, 4 minutes of sampling is considered enough. After sampling, the weight of 
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refrigerant and oil in the cylinder are determined respectively using the method described above. 
The oil concentration of the section is determined by Equation 2.4. 
 
  
 
 
Figure 2. 6  Mix and sample device (MSD) 
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    (2.4)
 
There are, however, two corrections for equation 2.4. One is to account the inactive volume 
between ball valve 3 and the tee junction below the tank. The volume tubeVol  is only filled with 
refrigerant which is later recovered into sampling cylinder. The mass of the refrigerant in the 
tube is  
, , ,ref tube ref sat liq tubem Vol       (2.5)
 
This mass also needs to be subtracted from the total mass in the sampling cylinder as it does not 
represent the real concentration in the section.  
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The other correction is to account the change of concentration during sampling process as vapor 
is formed in the volume which was originally occupied by liquid. The volume can be expressed 
as function of refrigerant mass and saturated vapor and liquid density. 
, , , ,
, , , ,
ref sat vap ref sat liq
ref sat vap ref sat liq
m m
V
 
 
     (2.7)
 
The initial oil concentration in the section can be expressed as 
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After sampling process, the final oil concentration in the section is 
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m m
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
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The change of concentration during sampling process is assumed to be linear.  
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sec stion amplec c       (2.11)
 
The mass of lubricant in the section can be calculated upon solving Equation 2.5 to 2.11 together. 
 
2.4 Source of uncertainty 
There are three major source of uncertainty in this experiment.   
First is the uncertainty of instrumentation listed in Table 2.1.  The accuracy of property and mass 
flow rate measurement affect the uncertainty of the system performance and the accuracy of the 
scale directly influence the results of mass retention.  
Second is the uncertainty of closing the valves simultaneously. The valves are operated manually 
upon light signal. Each individual has a different reaction time so there is inevitably time lag in 
closing the valves. The average reaction time of a university student exposed to light stimuli is 
0.24 seconds [19]. The reaction time difference is estimated to be 0.3 seconds. The uncertainty of 
closing valves is thus determined as follows. 
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.
(1 )totrefU m t OCR        (2.12) 
.
totoilU m t OCR        (2.13) 
Third is the repeatability of the measuring techniques. Peuker [5] has conducted extensive study 
to test the repeatability of the measuring techniques. The uncertainty of RWT is primarily limited 
by the uncertainty of the scale used. For flushing technique, the uncertainty depends on the times 
of flush and the geometry of the section. Three flush for the accumulator results in an estimated 
uncertainty of 2 g. More flushes most likely would remove more lubricant but considering the 
tradeoff between better results and time commitment, three flush is sufficient. For MST, based 
on experiment it was concluded that the overall uncertainty is 1 g for condenser, liquid line and 
evaporator. 
 
2.5 Operation conditions 
The operation condition is mainly focused on idle condition, i.e. minimum compressor speed. 
Automotive air conditioning systems are usually designed to provide a sufficient cooling 
capacity at the lowest compressor speed. So the I35-dry condition, as listed below, is 
investigated as the design condition. Charge tests are performed at this condition to determine 
the refrigerant charge for maximized COP for both R134a and R1234yf. Different oil charges are 
employed to change the OCR. Details can be found in the test matrix in Table 2.9. The facility is 
also operated at higher compressor speed (L35) to investigate the effect of higher mass flux.  
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Table 2. 9 Test conditions 
 
System 
 
Condition 
 
Refrigerant 
 
PAG46 
charge 
(g) 
Compressor 
speed 
(RPM) 
Condenser Evaporator 
T 
(
o
C) 
Air 
flow 
(m3/h) 
T 
(
o
C) 
Air 
flow 
(m3/h) 
OT I-35 R134a 230 900 35 1649 35 489 
OT I-35 R1234yf 230 900 35 1649 35 489 
TXV I-35 R134a 145 900 35 1649 35 489 
TXV I-35 R134a 175 900 35 1649 35 489 
TXV I-35 R134a 205 900 35 1649 35 489 
TXV I-35 R1234yf 145 900 35 1649 35 489 
TXV I-35 R1234yf 175 900 35 1649 35 489 
TXV I-35 R1234yf 205 900 35 1649 35 489 
TXV L-35 R1234yf 145 1800 35 2199 35 489 
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CHAPTER 3-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
3.1 Charge determination 
The refrigerant charge is one of the factors that affect system performance. In industry, the 
amount of refrigerant necessary is often determined by charging the system until evaporator is 
flooded. To be more precise, the charge is determined by measuring the compressor power input 
and cooling capacity for different refrigerant charges. For the current study, all experimental data 
are taken at the refrigerant charge to maximize the Coefficient of Performance (COP). 
The experimental system starts with a low charge, which is indicated by a high superheat at the 
outlet of the evaporator. Small amount of refrigerant is added each time at the inlet of evaporator. 
After system is stabilized, system performance is recorded.  
Since the system is undercharged at first, refrigerant through mass flow meter is not single phase 
through all times. The measurement of refrigerant mass flow rate is not accurate for two phase 
flow, so the cooling capacity is determined based on air side measurement, as indicated by 
Equation 3.1.    
( )air aei aeoeQ m h h        (3.1) 
The air mass flow rate is calculated based on calibrated nozzle curve and air enthalpies are 
calculated based on dry-bulb temperature, pressure and dew point temperature. COP is calculated 
as the ratio of cooling capacity and compressor shaft power. Other power necessary, such as air 
blowers, is not included. 
e
comp
Q
COP
W

      (3.2)
 
Subcooling at the outlet of condenser and superheat at outlet of evaporator are also calculated 
from Equation 3.3 and 3.4. 
( )SC cro sat croT T T P        (3.3) 
( )SH ero sat eroT T T P        (3.4) 
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 present air side cooling capacity, the COP, the apparent degree of subcooling 
at condenser outlet, and the apparent degree of superheat at evaporator outlet for TXV. Both 
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COP and cooling capacity maximize at the refrigerant charge of 1350 g for R134a and 1435 g for 
R1234yf, which is regarded as the optimum charge for the TXV-Receiver system. For each test 
with different oil charge listed in Table 2.9, the same refrigerant charge is used. 
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Figure 3. 1 Charge determination test for TXV system with R134a 
 
 
In the OT-Accumulator system, accumulator provides an extra volume to store refrigerant. The 
cooling capacity and COP are much smaller before the system is properly charged but the 
variation is very small thereafter. The refrigerant charge for OT-Accumulator system in the study 
is 1000g for both R134a and R1234yf.  
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Figure 3. 2 Charge determination test for TXV system with R1234yf 
 
3.2 Mass distribution in OT-Accumulator system 
The volume of liquid tube in the original system is about 100 cm
3
. However, in the experimental 
OT-Accumulator system the volume of liquid line is 374 cm
3. Since it’s practically all liquid, as 
verified from the transparent tube and sight class, and in order to provide easier comparison and 
more realistic results for a real automotive system, the measured mass in liquid line is divided by 
a factor of 3.7. The mass of refrigerant and lubricant are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4. 
Temperature and pressure measured at the major components are listed in Table 3.1. System 
performance is calculated by Equation 3.5. The heat balance between refrigerant side and air side 
is also listed in Table 3.2. 
(%)
air ref
air
Q Q
Error
Q

         (3.5) 
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The actual measurements are listed in Appendix. For OT-Accumulator A/C system with a liquid 
tube of normal size, condenser has the highest refrigerant retention while accumulator has the 
highest oil retention. More refrigerant but less oil retention is found in the accumulator when the 
system runs with R134a. For the rest of the system, R134a and R1234yf have similar trend of oil 
and refrigerant retention. 
More refrigerant is held in the accumulator due to the presence of oil. For both R134a and 
R1234yf, refrigerant is slightly superheated at the inlet of accumulator, as shown in Table 3.1, 
The densities are 15.65 kg/m
3
 and 18.64 kg/m
3
, resulting in a vapor refrigerant mass of 24.4 g 
and 29.1 g in oil free case, respectively. Compared with the measured values at 140.0 g and 81.8 
g, the presence of oil significantly increases the refrigerant hold up in accumulator. Furthermore, 
the corresponding oil retention is 106.6g with R134a and 122.0g with R1234yf. Although 
appears 15.4g less in mass, the PAG46 oil still holds 58.2 g more refrigerant with R134a than 
with R1234yf in the accumulator. There could be multiple reasons for the difference. Aside from 
the uncertainty of the test, refrigerant charge and solubility may have been the major cause.  
Since the experiment uses the same amount of charge for both refrigerants, the effect of 
refrigerant charge may not be equivalent. According to [5], increasing refrigerant charge in OT 
system results in shifting oil from other components into accumulator. So suppose oil retention 
in the accumulator is the same (106.6g), refrigerant retention in the accumulator with R1234yf 
should be even smaller than 81.8g. Oil concentration in the accumulator is still higher when 
system runs with R1234yf. 
Different solubility of the two refrigerants with PAG46 affects oil concentration in liquid phase, 
as could be reflected in oil concentration in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. In the accumulator, the 
measured refrigerant mass can be expressed as the sum of liquid refrigerant and vapor refrigerant 
in Equation 3.5. 
 (1 )v l totalV m              (3.6) 
The densities in Equation 3.5 are approximated by saturated vapor density and liquid density of 
the refrigerant at the average pressure of the component.  
, , ( )v v ref sat P  ; , , ( )l l ref sat P      (3.7)
 
The oil concentration and refrigerant solubility are thus calculated by Equation 3.7 and 3.8.  
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oil
oil
ref v oil
m
c
m V m 

   
     (3.8) 
1ref oilc         (3.9)
 
Oil concentration and liquid fraction (1 ) are calculated for each of the components in the rest 
of the system. Results are listed in Table 3.3 and 3.4. Note that due to volume measurement 
uncertainty and liquid density approximation, the calculated liquid fraction in liquid tube is not 
exactly 100%. It is simply taken as 100% in Table 3.3 and 3.4 so that oil concentration in liquid 
line is OCR. The vapor density in the compressor is approximated by suction vapor density and 
liquid density is approximated by 1000 kg/m
3
.  
In comparison of Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, oil concentration is generally higher when the system 
runs with R1234yf, especially in the accumulator, where R1234yf has about 23% higher oil 
concentration than R134a does. 
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Figure 3. 3 Mass distributions of refrigerant and oil in OT system 
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Table 3. 1 Temperature and pressure measurement of OT-Accumulator  
 
 
Compressor 
inlet 
Compressor 
outlet 
Condenser 
inlet 
Orifice tube  
inlet 
Evaporator 
 outlet 
 
T 
(
o
C) 
P 
(kPa) 
T 
(
o
C) 
P 
(kPa) 
T 
(
o
C) 
P 
(kPa) 
T 
(
o
C) 
P 
(kPa) 
Tsat 
(
o
C) 
T 
(
o
C) 
P 
(kPa) 
Tsat 
(
o
C) 
R134a 3.3 314 59.1 1302 46.3 1292 48.2 1262 48.5 3.3 326 3.0 
R1234yf 6.8 334 57.1 1325 54.5 1307 45.3 1268 48.9 4.7 349 0.9 
 
Table 3. 2 Heat balance and COP 
 
Test name Qe(air) Qe(ref) ERROR(Qe) COP(ref) 
I35 R134a 3.93±0.13 3.90±0.04 0.8% 2.48±0.03 
I35 R1234yf 3.93±0.13 3.86±0.04 1.8% 2.42±0.03 
Refrigerant Qc(air) Qc(ref) ERROR(Qc) COP(air) 
I35 R134a 4.71±0.25 4.93±0.04 4.5% 2.50±0.08 
I35 R1234yf 4.70±0.25 5.12±0.04 8.2% 2.47±0.08 
 
 
Table 3. 3 Mass retention, void fraction and liquid fraction with R134a 
 
Component 
Refrigerant 
vapor mass 
(g) 
Refrigerant 
liquid mass (g) 
Oil 
concentration 
Liquid 
volume 
(cc) 
Liquid 
fraction 
compressor 11.0 61.2 29.67% 87.0 10.84% 
condenser 32.1 199.5 11.58% 203.6 28.88% 
liquid tube 0.0 363.4 2.55% 374.5 100.00% 
evaporator 15.1 145.3 13.09% 130.1 12.15% 
accumulator 22.4 117.6 47.56% 174.6 11.20% 
 
 
Table 3. 4 Mass retention, void fraction and liquid fraction with R1234yf 
 
Component 
Refrigerant 
vapor mass 
(g) 
Refrigerant 
liquid mass 
(g) 
Oil 
concentration 
Liquid 
volume 
(cc) 
Liquid 
fraction 
compressor 13.1 49.9 35.05% 76.8 9.57% 
condenser 35.1 203.6 12.57% 234.8 33.30% 
liquid tube 0.0 429.4 2.66% 374.5 100.00% 
evaporator 18.5 117.2 16.94% 121.0 11.30% 
accumulator 30.0 51.9 70.17% 150.1 9.63% 
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3.3 Mass distribution in TXV-Receiver system  
The mass of refrigerant and lubricant distribution are measured at I-35 condition in the TXV-
Receiver system. For each set of the experiments, the optimum refrigerant charge from charge 
test is used but oil charge has an increment of 30g. The total charge of oil is 145g, 175g and 205g, 
respectively. Results are shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.6. Before valves are shut down, the system is 
running under steady state and operating parameters are recorded. Temperature, pressure and 
mass flow rate are measured to calculate heat balance between refrigerant side and air side, as 
listed in Table 3.5. Same as in OT-Accumulator system, using Equation 3.6 to 3.9, the liquid 
fraction and oil concentration in liquid phase can be calculated, as plotted in Figure 3.5 and 3.7. 
A factor of 1/6 is taken for both refrigerant and oil mass in liquid tube due to the extra volume. 
Original data are listed in Appendix. 
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Figure 3. 4 Mass distributions of refrigerant and oil in TXV system with R134a 
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Figure 3. 5Oil concentration and liquid fraction in TXV system with R134a 
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Figure 3. 6 Mass distributions of refrigerant and oil in TXV system with R1234yf 
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Figure 3. 7 Oil concentration and liquid fraction in TXV system with R1234yf 
 
 
Table 3. 5 Heat balance in TXV system 
 
Test name Qe(air) Qe(ref) ERROR(Qe) COP(air) 
I35 R134a(145) 4.213 3.991 5.27% 2.731 
I35 R134a(175) 4.101 3.921 4.39% 2.666 
I35 R134a(205) 4.031 3.946 2.11% 2.621 
I35 R1234yf(145) 4.086 4.187 -2.47% 2.578 
I35 R1234yf(175) 4.064 4.225 -3.96% 2.541 
I35 R1234yf(205) 4.036 4.256 -5.45% 2.502 
L35 R1234yf(145) 5.824 6.06 -4.05% 1.898 
Test name Qc(air) Qc(ref) ERROR(Qc) COP(ref) 
I35 R134a(145) 4.743 4.68 1.33% 2.587 
I35 R134a(175) 4.69 4.611 1.68% 2.55 
I35 R134a(205) 4.663 4.672 -0.19% 2.566 
I35 R1234yf(145) 4.942 5.147 -4.15% 2.641 
I35 R1234yf(175) 4.715 5.176 -9.78% 2.642 
I35 R1234yf(205) 4.805 5.188 -7.97% 2.638 
L35 R1234yf(145) 7.658 7.888 -3.00% 1.975 
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3.4 Experimental results analysis 
3.4.1 Effect of oil on refrigerant distribution 
As more oil is charged into the system, OCR becomes higher and oil retention in each 
component increases. In the compressor, liquid volume becomes higher as oil is in liquid. If 
refrigerant only appears as superheated vapor, the mass retained would have been smaller 
because of a smaller volume for vapor. However, for R134a refrigerant retention increases by 38% 
in the compressor from the lowest to highest OCR, while R1234yf increases by 40%. The 
corresponding oil retention increases by 52% and 29%, respectively. One possible explanation is 
that as oil retention increases, more refrigerant is likely to be dissolved in the liquid phase, which 
then leads to a higher refrigerant retention.  
The solubility effect of oil on refrigerant retention becomes less significant in the condenser. For 
R134a with a similar apparent subcooling, increasing oil retention by 46% from the condition of 
2.1% OCR to 3.3% OCR only increases refrigerant retention by 2%. For R1234yf with the same 
apparent subcooling from the condition of 2.3% OCR to 3.8% OCR, oil retention increase by 20% 
while the change of refrigerant retention is 1%. The reason is because the absolute amount of 
refrigerant dissolved in oil is relatively small compared with mass of refrigerant in the subcooled 
region. The increase of refrigerant from the condition of 3.8% OCR to 4.0% OCR may have 
been caused by the increase in subcooling, which increased 3.4 
o
C. This may imply that 
subcooling is a more dominant effect for liquid refrigerant mass in the condenser.  
The refrigerant in liquid tube and evaporator are almost constant under different OCR. In the 
liquid tube, the two refrigerants, considered miscible with the oil at this condition, is practically 
all in subcooled liquid phase. So the increase of oil does not significantly affect the volume for 
refrigerant, considering the relatively small quantity as well. The higher oil retention does not 
significantly affect refrigerant retention in the evaporator either. Oil retention increases 38% for 
R134a and 20% for R1234yf from lowest OCR to highest OCR, but refrigerant retention only 
changes 3% and 2%, respectively. Similarly with the condenser, most of the extra oil in the 
evaporator could be stored in the liquid refrigerant so the solubility effect becomes trivial. 
Although evaporator does not have subcooled region like condenser does, liquid can be stored in 
the horizontal headers. 
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3.4.2 Comparison of OT system and TXV system 
Figure 3.8 presents refrigerant and oil retention for OT system and TXV system. The oil 
concentration and liquid fraction are plotted in Figure 3.9. In the compressor, TXV system has 
much lower refrigerant retention but higher oil retention than that in the OT system. The 
difference in refrigerant retention may have been caused for several reasons. One is the 
difference in vapor density. At compressor inlet, refrigerant vapor is almost saturated in OT 
system while having an apparent superheat around 15 
o
C in the TXV system. Consequently, the 
suction vapor density in TXV system is 19% lower with R134a and 17% lower with R1234yf. 
However, density difference is not sufficient to explain the 50% lower retention with R134a and 
76% lower retention with R1234yf. Another possible reason could be the solubility, which 
usually decreases with superheat. As a result in Figure 3.8 and 3.9, less refrigerant is dissolved in 
oil and oil concentration in compressor is much higher in the TXV system where suction 
superheat is much higher than OT system.  
The solubility could in turn affect oil retention as well by reducing the viscosity in OT system. 
Besides, at the same compressor speed, TXV system has lower mass flow rate because of a 
smaller vapor density. The difference is about 16% lower with R134a and 11% lower with 
R1234yf. With lower mass flow rate and higher liquid viscosity, less liquid should have been 
entrained into the flow and more retention should have been found. However, both explanations 
are unfavorable with the results that oil retention in the TXV system is 7% lower with R134a and 
19% lower with R1234yf. The mass flow rate has minor effect on oil retention, which will be 
further addressed in the next section. 
The result of refrigerant retention in the condenser is favorable with the explanation of 
subcooling effect. With a higher apparent subcooling, more refrigerant is in liquid phase as 
indicated by the higher liquid fraction in Figure 3.9. Refrigerant retention in the same condenser 
of TXV system is significantly larger than that of OT system. The mass of refrigerant retention 
increases 63% for R134a and 54% for R1234yf.  With more liquid refrigerant stored in the 
condenser, oil retention also becomes much higher. The corresponding oil retention increases 58% 
and 47%, respectively. The reason for the increase in oil retention is that oil is primarily 
dissolved in the liquid mixture. The higher subcooling indicates that more refrigerant is in liquid 
phase, which provides extra volume to hold oil. The average oil concentration in liquid phase is 
rather constant.  
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In the evaporator, TXV system has lower refrigerant retention but significantly higher oil 
retention than the OT system. The mass of refrigerant retention is 20% lower with R134a and 29% 
lower with R1234yf. However, the corresponding oil retention is 91% higher with R134a and 84% 
higher with R1234yf. The higher vapor superheat at evaporator outlet in the TXV system results 
in a slightly lower liquid fraction. The viscosity of the oil rich mixture in superheated region 
increases with superheat, as less refrigerant is dissolved in the mixture.  
The higher superheat also indicates a higher void fraction in evaporator plates, but according to 
Figure 3.9, liquid fraction only varies slightly. This may indicate that most of the liquid is stored 
in the header, the amount of which could be rather constant at the two tested conditions. 
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Figure 3. 8 Comparison of mass retention between OT and TXV system 
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Figure 3. 9 Comparison of oil concentration and liquid 
fraction between OT and TXV system 
 
Oil distribution behavior is also different between OT system and TXV system upon different oil 
refrigerant charge ratio. To make comparison between two systems, the total oil and refrigerant 
charge is non-dimensionalized by their ratio. Oil distribution in percentage is listed in Table 3.6. 
In OT system, as pointed out by Peuker [5], increasing refrigerant charge while holding total oil 
charge constant results in shifting oil from other components into the accumulator. However, in 
the TXV system, increasing oil charge while holding refrigerant charge constant, oil does not 
have a very obvious trend of shifting.  
Table 3. 6 OT system oil mass distribution at different charge ratio 
 
Component 
(OT-
R134a) 
PAG/R134a =0.21 
(R=1000,L=210) 
PAG/R134a =0.17 
(R=1250,L=210) 
PAG/R134a =0.14 
(R=1500,L=210) 
compressor 12.0% 8.9% 7.8% 
condenser 11.3% 8.9% 5.1% 
liquid tube 7.7% 7.2% 5.8% 
evaporator 11.7% 8.3% 4.5% 
accumulator 57.1% 66.3% 77.2% 
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Table 3. 7 TXV system oil mass distribution at different charge ratio 
 
Component 
(TXV-
R134a) 
PAG/R134a =0.15 
(R=1350,L=205) 
PAG/R134a =0.13 
(R=1350,L=175) 
PAG/R134a =0.11 
(R=1350,L=145) 
compressor 17.8% 15.0% 16.5% 
condenser 31.2% 34.5% 28.5% 
liquid tube 12.7% 13.6% 10.3% 
evaporator 28.1% 25.3% 28.9% 
other 10.2% 11.6% 15.9% 
 
3.4.3 Effect of mass flow rate 
Refrigerant and oil retention in the TXV system are also measured at L35 condition, a condition 
with 46% higher mass flow rate than I35 condition. The results in Figure 3.10 further confirms 
that mass flow rate has a minor effect on compressor oil and refrigerant retention, as pointed out 
in section 3.4.2. 
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Figure 3. 10 Comparison of mass retention between different flow rates 
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Figure 3. 11Comparison of concentration and liquid fraction between different flow rates 
 
According to Figure 3.10, higher mass flow rate has a very minor effect on refrigerant mass 
distribution; however it significantly affects oil retention in evaporator and suction line. Oil 
retention decreases by 20% in evaporator and 79% in suction line. Higher mass flow rate may 
have a strong “wash-out” effect on the superheated region. As observed by Sethi and Hrnjak [17], 
in the horizontal suction line, higher mass flux leads to lower oil retention. 
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CHAPTER 4-MODELING 
 
In literature, most of the methods to model refrigerant-lubricant mixture can be divided into two 
categories. One is the “oil contamination approach”, where oil is treated as a contaminant in an 
otherwise pure refrigerant. Pure refrigerant properties and correlations are used and the presence 
of oil is transformed into an independent contamination parameter. However, this simple 
approach is found to be in lack of physical essence. It ignores the effect of oil on refrigerant 
properties and precludes the physical properties of oil in the calculation. The other method, 
proposed by Thome in 1995, is the so called “thermodynamic approach” where refrigerant-oil 
mixture is treated as a zeotropic mixture with a temperature glide. This approach overcomes the 
negative aspects of the oil contamination but requires additional complexity for determining 
boiling temperature and enthalpy change. The second approach is used in this study to model 
refrigerant and lubricant retention in condenser and evaporator. 
 
4.1 Oil refrigerant mixture properties 
The thermodynamic approach is used in this study to model oil and refrigerant retention in the 
condenser and evaporator. All simulation and properties evaluation are carried out in 
Engineering Equation Solver [20]. For a binary mixture, the temperature moves along the dew 
point line during condensation while evaporation moves along the bubble point line. The vapor 
pressure of oil is usually about 12 orders of magnitude smaller than that of refrigerant. So vapor 
can be safely approximated by pure refrigerant and oil is assumed to be in liquid phase only. The 
vapor quality of the mixture is then defined as 
,
, ,
ref vap
mix
ref vap ref liq oil
m
x
m m m

 
     (4.1)
 
where ,ref vapm is the mass flow rate of refrigerant vapor, ,ref liqm is the mass flow rate of refrigerant 
liquid and oilm is the mass flow rate of pure oil. 
Since OCR (Oil Circulation Rate) is defined as the oil concentration in the liquid line where all 
circulating fluid is in liquid phase and a homogeneous mixture, OCR is expressed as 
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,
,
ref liq
ref liq oil
m
OCR
m m


           (4.2)
 
Oil is assumed to be miscible with liquid refrigerant and oil concentration is a function of its 
location in the system. As phase change occurs, oil concentration becomes diluted during 
condensation and enriched during evaporation. Based on mass conservation, the local oil 
concentration is related with local vapor quality and OCR by 
1
oil
mix
OCR
c
x

         (4.3)
 
The foregoing equations are based on steady state flow in the tubes, i.e. no local oil hold up. Oil 
is in liquid phase only, but even at superheat condition, certain amount of refrigerant is dissolved 
in oil, known as the solubility effect. Since solubility decrease with superheat, the vapor quality 
and local oil concentration reaches maximum at the same time. 
,
,max
,max
, ,max
1
ref vap
mix
oil
ref vap oil oil
m OCR
x
cm m c
  

   (4.4)
 
The liquid mixture density is approximated by the rule given by Jensen and Jackman [21] 
,
11 oil oil
mix oil ref liq
c c
  

 
       (4.5)
 
The liquid viscosity is given by Yokozeki [22] as 
ln ln lnmix ref ref oil oil              (4.6)
 
where 
k
i i
i k
j j
j
W
W





; 0.58k  ;  
the Yokozeki factor is the modified component mole fraction. i  and iW  are the mole fraction 
and the molecular mass of the component i, respectively. k is a constant specific to a particular 
mixture with a 0.58 recommended for universal use. The mole fraction of oil in the liquid phase 
can be obtained from 
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oil
oil
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oil oil
oil
W
c
W
W
c c
W

 
 
 
 
   
         (4.7)
 
The liquid mixture surface tention is given by Jensen and Jackman [21] 
, ,( )mix ref liq oil ref liq oilc              (4.8)
 
where (35 0.15 ) /1000oil T    (  in N/m, T in 
o
C). 
The mixture conductivity is given by Flilippov and Novoselova (1955) 
, ,(1 ) 0.72( )(1 )mix ref liq oil oil oil ref liq oil oil oilk k c k c k k c c            (4.9)
 
where 0.1172(1 0.0054 ) /oilk T s   
s is the oil specific gravity, defined as the ratio of oil density and water density . For PAG 46,
0.93oil waters     
The mixture specific heat is based on a linear relationship based on mass fraction recommended 
by Thome [23] 
,(1 )mix oil oil oil liq refCp c Cp c Cp       (4.10)
 
Where oil specific heat is given by 
 0.338 0.00045 1.8 32
[ ] 4.186oil
TkJ
Cp
kg K s
   

    (4.11)
 
Equation 4.11 holds for -18
 o
C < T < 204 
o
C. 
Takaishi and Oguchi (1987) presented an empirical equation for predicting the bubble point 
temperature from R-22 mixed with alkyl benzene (AB) oil. Thome [23] verified and generalized 
the method for other refrigerant and oil mixture including R134a/PAG 46. The relationship is 
given by 
 
ln ( )
oil
bub
sat oil
A c
T
P B c


      (4.12)
 
Where satP is the saturation pressure in MPA and bubT is the bubble point temperature in K. 
 oilA c and ( )oilB c are given by Equations 4.13 and 4.14 
3 5 7
0 1 2 3 4( )oil oil oil oil oilA c a a c a c a c a c        (4.13)
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3 5 7
0 1 2 3 4( )oil oil oil oil oilB c b b c b c b c b c        (4.14)
 
Thome recommended using accurate pure refrigerant vapor pressure equation to determine the 
values of 0a and 0b  while keeping other constants unchanged. The values of the other empirical 
constants are: 
1
2
3
4
182.52
724.21
3868.0
5268.9
a
a
a
a

 

 
        
1
2
3
4
0.72212
2.3914
13.779
17.066
b
b
b
b
 

 

 
The rest two constants oa and ob depend on the specific refrigerant and saturation pressure 
through the following procedures: 
- Two pressures just above and below Psat are set and the corresponding saturation 
temperature are found for pure refrigerant vapor. 
- The two sets of values for Tbub and Psat are set in the equation with oil concentration set to 
zero. 
- Since all values from a1 to a4 and b1 to b4 are constant, two unknowns a0 and b0 can be 
solved from two equations 
Thome concluded that the enthalpy change dh of a mixture during phase change consists of three 
contributions: 
1. Latent heat to the fraction of the liquid vaporized (dxmix); 
2. Sensible heat to the fraction of liquid in the liquid phase (1-xmix) changed into another 
bubble point temperature; 
3. Sensible heat to the fraction of liquid in the vapor phase (xmix) changed into another 
bubble point temperature. 
The enthalpy change, also known as heat release enthalpy curve, ban be expressed as 
,(1 )LV mix mix mix bub mix ref vap bubdh h d x Cp dT x Cp dT           (4.15)
 
Where hLV is the latent heat of vaporization of pure refrigerant; Cpmix is the specific heat of 
refrigerant-oil mixture; Cpref,vap is the specific heat of the pure refrigerant vapor; dTbub is the 
change of bubble temperature of the refrigerant-oil mixture. Mixing heat of refrigerant and oil is 
neglected in the equation since it’s usually small and typically not available for refrigerant-oil 
mixture. 
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4.2 Heat transfer and pressure drop 
To model the heat transfer between the air and the refrigerant the Effectiveness- Number of 
Transfer Unit (ɛ-NTU) method is used. As outlined in [24], the maximum possible heat transfer 
in one element is defined as 
max , ,( )air ref in air inQ C T T      (4.16)
 
Wehre Cair is the product of mass flow rate and the specific heat, also known as heat capacity rate. 
The actual heat transfer rate in one element is given as 
, ,( )air ref in air inQ C T T      (4.17)
 
And the effectiveness is then defined as the ratio of the actual to the maximum possible heat 
treansfer. 
max/Q Q              (4.18) 
The effectiveness is a function of the NTU and heat capacity ratio Cr, as defined in Equation 4.19. 
When two phase flow is present, the heat capacity ratio is zero. 
min
max
min( , )
max( , )
ref air
r
ref air
C C C
C
C C C
 
          (4.19)
 
Since the flow for condenser and evaporator has a cross flow arrangement, Equation 20 is used 
for single phase flow and Equation 4.21 is used for two phase flow. 
 0.22 0.7811 exp exp 1r
r
NTU C NTU
C

  
           
     (4.20)
 
 1 exp NTU   
     (4.21)
 
where NTU is defined as the ratio of overall heat transfer coefficient and heat capacity rate 
min
UA
NTU
C

      (4.22)
 
The overall heat transfer coefficient, UA, is defined in terms of the total thermal resistance to the 
heat transfer between the air and refrigerant. 
1 1 1wall
air air wall ref ref refUA h A k A h A


  
    (4.23)
 
Where kwall is the thermal conductivity of the wall evaluated at the average wall temperature.   
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4.2.1 Air side heat transfer correlation 
Air side and refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients are determined by different empirical 
correlations. For the air side heat transfer coefficient, extensive research has been carried out 
over the past two decades to study the characteristics of the multi louver fin surface, which is 
used in both condenser and evaporator in this study. Park and Jacobi [25] generalized a 
correlation from the experimental database of nine independent laboratories for 126 sample heat 
exchangers. The non dimensional heat transfer coefficient Colburn j-factor is given as  
4 5 7 8 96
32
1 Re 1
C C C C CC
f pCC l d l l
low louver LB
p p l p p p
LF F L F
j C j j j N
L F F T L F


          
                    
            (4.24)
 
where  
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
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   
 
141 tan( ) cos 2 1.8
tan( )
pd
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LB p p
FF
j C
N F L
 

    
         
     
 
The constants are listed as follow 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0.872; 0.219; 0.0881; 0.149; 0.259; 0.540; 0.902;
2.62; 0.301; 0.458; 0.00874; 0.0490; 0.142; 0.0065.
C C C C C C C
C C C C C C C
         
         
  
The Park and Jacobi correlation is used for both condenser and evaporator since they have 
similar fin geometry. The air side heat transfer coefficient is thus determined by 
,air air p air airh G c St            (4.25) 
where 
2
3Prair airSt j

  and 
,
Pr
air p air
air
air
c
k


 
 
4.2.2 Refrigerant side heat transfer and pressure drop in condenser 
The refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient for condenser and evaporator are very different 
since the heat transfer mechanism and the geometry are different. The condenser used in this 
study is a one slab two pass microchannel condenser, with 31 channels in the first pas and 17 
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channels in the second pass. Each channel has 12 ports. The hydraulic diameter of each port is 
about 1mm. Usually refrigerant enters condenser as superheated vapor, condenses and undergoes 
a two phase process, leaves as a subcooled liquid. So the condenser is divided into three zones. 
The Dittus Bolter heat transfer correlation and Churchill pressure drop correlation are used for 
superheated zone and subcooled zone. In the two phase zone, heat transfer coefficient and 
pressure drop are calculated by correlations presented by Cavallini et al [26]. The correlation is 
developed for microchannel with hydraulic diameters ranging from 0.4 to 3 mm.  
A critical review of the influence of oil on refrigerant heat transfer and pressure drop was given 
by Shen and Groll [27], [28]. The authors compared different heat transfer correlations that can 
be used in condensation and evaporation of refrigerant and oil mixtures and concluded that when 
a lubricant impacts both evaporation and condensation adversely, condensation tends to be less 
affected. The difference is explained by the concept of oil excess layer which forms at the 
location where phase change occurs. The oil excess layer reduces heat transfer by its insulation 
effect. During evaporation, the oil excess layer exists at both solid-liquid interface and liquid-
vapor interface. But during condensation, the excess oil layer only exists at the solid-liquid 
interface since refrigerant is continuously condensing at the liquid-vapor interface and diluting 
the mixture. Since oil does not significantly change heat transfer mechanism during condensation, 
the correlation for pure refrigerant is used, only by replacing pure refrigerant properties with oil 
refrigerant mixture properties. 
 
4.2.3 Refrigerant side heat transfer and pressure drop in evaporator 
The evaporator used in this study is a four pass plate and fin evaporator. Compared with 
condenser, refrigerant usually enters into the evaporator as a two phase flow, with a vapor 
quality ranging from 0.1 to 0.3. The evaporator is thus divided into two phase region and 
superheat region. In the superheat region, single phase heat transfer and pressure drop 
correlations developed from plate evaporator are used [29]. In the two phase zone, heat transfer 
coefficient and pressure drop are calculated by correlations presented by Yan et al [29]. The 
correlation is developed from a blazed plate evaporator. There are other correlations developed 
from heat exchangers with similar geometry [30], but Yan’s correlation is selected for its 
completeness in both heat transfer and pressure drop.  
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The effect of oil on evaporation is more complicated than that on condensation.  As concluded 
by Shen and Groll [28], oil can enhance nucleate boiling and increase wetted surface. In addition, 
the possible foaming can be a significant factor to increase wetted surface. But on the other hand, 
the high mixture viscosity and mass transfer resistance are considered primary negative factors 
that impair the flow boiling. Although various studies have been carried out, but most 
correlations are focused on tubes and no correction factor has been found for oil effect on plate 
heat exchanger. The pure refrigerant correlation with mixture properties is used to estimate heat 
transfer and pressure drop. 
 
4.3 Void fraction 
The void fraction model is used to calculate the charge inventory of refrigerant and oil. In a 
given volume containing both vapor and liquid, void fraction gives the information about the 
volume taken by each phase. It’s defined as the ratio of vapor volume and total volume, which 
can be expressed as volume ratio (volumetric void fraction) or area ratio (cross sectional void 
fraction). In general, void fraction can be expressed as a function of vapor quality, vapor density, 
liquid density and slip ratio. 
1
1
1 v
l
x
S
x




 
  
       (4.26)
 
where the slip ratio S is defined as the velocity ratio between vapor and liquid.  
The homogeneous model represents liquid and vapor flowing at the same velocity with a slip 
ration of unity. By minimizing the momentum flux of each phase, the momentum flux model 
gives a slip ratio expressed in Equation 4.27. 
1/2
l
v
S


 
  
             (4.27)
 
In 1964, Zivi proposed a void fraction model for annular flow based on minimizing the kinetic 
energy, also known as minimization of entropy generation in some literature. The resulting slip 
ratio is 
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1/3
l
v
S


 
  
             (4.28)
 
In the horizontal microchannel tube, Zivi’s slip ratio can be regarded as an ideal case but it’s 
usually not achieved because liquid velocity is also affected by other physical properties such as 
viscosity and surface tension. When oil is present, the liquid viscosity changes drastically from 
refrigerant-rich mixture to oil-rich mixture upon phase changing. This significantly alters the 
liquid to vapor viscosity ratio which is almost constant for pure refrigerant, resulting in a much 
slower liquid velocity and higher slip ratio. In addition, due to the small size of the microchannel 
tube, void fraction could also be strongly dependent on surface tension and mass flux. But these 
factors are absent in Zivi’s correlation. Based on the foregoing analysis, two other empirical 
correlations containing the effect of mass flux, viscosity ratio and surface tension are selected for 
condenser.  
In the vertical plate evaporator, the slip ratio could be more complicated since aside from the 
change in viscosity, the effect of gravity and complex geometry are also significant. There are 
very few sources with void fraction on flat plate heat exchangers with refrigerant and oil. Two 
empirical correlations from experiment with pure refrigerant are selected. The homogeneous and 
Zivi’s model are also calculated as comparison. 
 
4.3.1 Void fraction model for condenser 
First one is proposed by Premoli et al in 1971 [31]. The slip ratio is calculated by  
1/2
1 2
2
1
1
y
S B yB
yB
 
   
      (4.29)
 
where 
1
y




  
The gas to total volume flow ratio   is given by 
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



  
   
        (4.30)
 
The parameters B1 and B2 are given by  
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where Re tot hl
l
G D


  and 
2
tot h
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
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
 
The other correlation is proposed by Niño [32]. It was developed from the void fraction 
measurement in microchannel tubes. The expression gives 
0.06
0.9
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1 l
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

   
      
         (4.32)
 
Where Xtt is the Lockhart-Martinelli number, in the form of 
0.5 0.1250.875
1 v l
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 
 
    
     
          (4.33)
 
And We is the vapor Webber number, as the ratio of vapor inertial force with the interfacial force. 
It’s a reference of the force vapor needs to break barriers of liquid and promote annular flow. 
2( )tot
v
h
xG
We
D


 
 
 
        (4.34)
 
Instead of using pure refrigerant properties, mixture properties are used in the two correlations. 
However, compared with measurement and visualization conducted by Burr and Hrnjak [33], the 
correlations still overestimate void fraction at high quality regions. The reason may due to the 
fact that the data used for the empirical correlations does not cover such a high viscosity as the 
oil rich mixture has. A simple corrector is used to modify the Zivi’s correlation. 
0.8763 zivi       (4.35) 
 
4.3.2 Void fraction model for evaporator 
Mandrusiak and Carey [34] performed flow visualization experiments on a vertical channel with 
offset strip fins with R113.  They developed their own void fraction model from their 
experimentally determined void fraction measurements as 
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 
2
1 0.025Xtt

 
         (4.36) 
where Xtt is in the same form as Equation 4.33. 
Jasim et al [35] proposed an effective void fraction model to describe pressure drop based on 
kinetic energy change of the flow. A correction factor   is used with homogeneous void fraction 
model as 
hom        (4.37) 
Where  is developed from a least squares curve fits on pressure drop versus kinetic energy. It’s 
a function of quality and is given as 
( )1
baxe         (4.38) 
The values of a and b are tabulated in Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4. 1 Pseudo void fraction model constants 
 
Geometry a b 
Chevron plate -6.1023 0.5365 
1:1 aspect ratio bumpy plate -6.3606 0.5207 
2:1 aspect ratio bumpy plate -5.4480 0.4781 
 
4.4 Condenser Simulation  
4.4.1 Inlet pipe 
In the condenser, oil and refrigerant mass retention is simulated in inlet pipe, headers, 
microchannel tubes and outlet pipe. In the inlet tube, refrigerant in the form of superheated vapor 
and the oil rich liquid film is transported by the shear stress of refrigerant vapor. The interfacial 
shear stress model is used to calculate the oil retention. 
The following assumptions are made in order to simplify the governing equations. T 
- Axisymmetric flow. 
- Steady state fully developed laminar film flow.  
- The film uniformly covers the inside tube along the tube length and flows in an annular 
flow pattern with constant solubility. 
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- Oil droplet entrainment is neglected. 
Derived from Navier-Stokes equation, the liquid film velocity can be obtained by 
 
 
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Integrating the velocity profile over the cross sectional area, the oil mass flow rate can be 
obtained by 
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. .
o totm m OCR       (4.41) 
 
After applying oil mass conservation in Equation 4.41, there are three unknowns in Equation 
4.40: pressure drop
dP
dz
, oil film thickness  and interfacial shear stress i , which necessitate the 
core analysis. The force balance of the refrigerant core gives 
0iv z
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         (4.42)
 
The void fraction is given as 
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A D

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Substituting 4.43 into Equation 4.42 
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The interfacial shear stress is given by 
 
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To close the equation set, the interfacial friction facor fi is usually obtained from empirical 
coorelations produced by suitable experiments. Two correlations proposed by Cremaschi [14] are 
used for different pipe orientations. These two equations were obtained through experiment with 
R22/MO (Mineral Oil) in compressor suction line. 
For horizontal line 
1.273
6 0.365 0.5128.915 10 Rei g lf We
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For vertical line 
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4.4.2 Inlet header 
To calculate oil and refrigerant retention, the inlet header is divided into 31 segments, same as 
the number of microchannel tubes in the first pass. In each segment, a model developed by 
Zietlow [36] is used. The model is developed from the visualization of a vertical downward 
header. A film of liquid is observed on the wall of the outlet header. Zietlow [36] used Wallis’s 
method to predict the thickness of this film. The method assumes negligible interfacial shear 
stress while the wall shear stress is balanced with gravity, as shown in Equation 4.48. 
( )( )l vg y           (4.48) 
where y is the distance from the wal. 
For laminar flow, Wallis gives the following relationship 
* 1/30.909Re                   (4.49)
 
Where for a circular tube, 
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For turbulent flow, Re 1000   the following relationship is determined experimentally 
* 0.60.115Re              (4.54)
 
It is assumed that the flow is uniformly distributed for each microchannel tube. So the downward 
flow has a linear relationship in the vertical header. The refrigerant and oil flow rates at each 
segment are determined by subtracting the mass flow into previous tubes from the total mass 
flow rate. The segment below the bottom channel is assumed to be filled with oil since mass flow 
rate is zero and no return mechanism is available. Oil return is assumed to be entrained into the 
vapor core and sent into the microchannel tube in the form of mist. Oil mist is assumed to be at 
the same velocity so the homogeneous model is used for the vapor core. 
Although pressure drop is calculated in the header, it is assumed that this pressure drop does not 
affect the distribution of mass flow rate between microchannel tubes [37][38]. It is also noted 
that oil film in the header flows vertically downward, so refrigerant vapor shear force and gravity 
are in the same direction. Microchannels at lower location may have higher oil mass flow rate. 
But this is also neglected for simplicity. Other assumptions in the inlet header includes adiabatic, 
steady state and axisymmetric.  
 
4.4.3 Microchannel tubes 
The condenser microchannel tubes are discretized into small segments. At each segment, the 
inlet properties such as temperature, pressure and quality etc. are used to approximate the 
average properties of the segment. This can be a fair approximation if the segment is small 
enough and can be reflected by the sensitivity to the number of segments. Air is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed across the condenser so each segment has the same air side heat transfer 
coefficient. Air temperature and flow rate are taken from experimentally measured values. Heat 
transfer, pressure drop and void fraction are calculated in each segment, using the correlations in 
each region as previously described. The enthalpy release, as a result of heat transfer, is used to 
calculate quality difference. Subtracting the difference in temperature, pressure and vapor quality, 
the outlet properties can be evaluated which is then used for the next segment and so on forth. 
Oil is assumed to be miscible with refrigerant and stay in liquid phase only. The oil 
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concentration is calculated in each segment and used to determine oil retention and mixture 
properties.  
The refrigerant at the inlet of condenser has the maximum vapor quality and oil concentration, 
with initial temperature and pressure taken from experimental measurements and oil 
concentration from solubility data. Maximum bubble point temperature is calculated using inlet 
pressure and max oil concentration. If local temperature is higher than the maximum bubble 
temperature, then the flow can be regarded as a single phase, i.e. the flow cools down without 
condensation. When mixture reached maximum bubble temperature, the vapor refrigerant states 
to condensate and mixture quality and oil concentration start to decrease. OCR is set as the 
measured oil concentration in liquid line. When vapor quality reaches zero, flow becomes 
subcooled liquid and single phase correlations are used again. Oil concentration at subcooled 
region is the same as OCR.  
After the first pass, refrigerant and oil flow into the return header and then into the second pass. 
Heat transfer and pressure drop are neglected in the return header. Void fraction, oil 
concentration and vapor quality are assumed to be the same as the last segment of the first pass 
and the first segment of the second pass. The second pass microchannel tube is discretized and 
simulated in the same way as in the first pass. The outlet header and outlet pipe are calculated in 
the same way as return header but they are practically filled with liquid. 
 
4.5 Condenser simulation results 
Experimental results regarding refrigerant and oil mass retention are available for different OCRs 
with both R134a and R1234yf. The following experimental parameters are used as input for 
condenser model- air inlet temperature, air mass flow rate, refrigerant inlet temperature, 
refrigerant inlet pressure, total mass flow rate and OCR. Solubility data are used according to the 
temperature and pressure. Different numbers of segments are tested from 50 to 350 in an interval 
of 50. The number is set as 300 for the condenser tube and the change of mass and capacity are 
all less than 0.5%. Note that the maximum number of segments is also bounded by the maximum 
number of variables (12000) that EES can have. 
Figure 4.1 presents comparison between the experimental data and model prediction for the 
overall heat transfer, refrigerant outlet temperature, pressure drop and air outlet temperature. 
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Mass inventory is compared in Figure 4.2. As Figure 4.2 shows, the predicted overall heat 
transfer is in a ±10% agreement with experimental results. The model predicts most of the 
refrigerant outlet temperature and air outlet temperature within ±5 
o
C. However, pressure drop 
prediction is much smaller than measurement. The error is most likely from neglecting pressure 
drop in the header. The presence of oil can also introduce error since the pressure drop 
correlation is developed for pure refrigerant. Pressure drop can affect the prediction of mass 
retention by changing the bubble point temperature, but the influence is insignificant.  
Refrigerant mass retention can be predicted within ±15% using Premoli’s or Zivi’s void fraction 
model. However, the oil mass prediction has a much higher discrepancy with experiment. The 
average deviation and standard deviation are calculated according to Equation 4.55 to 4.57. The 
results are listed in Table 4.2. 
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     (4.57)
 
where n is the number of samples. 
As Table 4.2 shows, the present model predicts oil mass retention in about 30% average error in 
the experiment range. However, from the trend in Figure 4.2, the model is not sensitive to OCR 
and may significantly underestimate oil mass retention at higher OCR. One possible source of 
error could be in the inlet header. The present model assumes oil is evenly distributed into each 
microchannel tube in the form of mist by vapor entrainment. Therefore oil mass in the model 
linearly decrease at lower elevation. However, oil has a higher tendency to accumulate at lower 
elevation in the header, since gravity and vapor shear stress are in the same direction. Once oil 
starts to accumulate in the first header, there is also a possibility that the bottom channel in the 
first pass can be filled with oil when oil level is higher than the location of the bottom channel.  
The infrared image is used as an additional tool to determine oil distribution. Figure 4.3 presents 
the infrared image for condenser in OT system at I-35 dry condition. If the bottom channels of 
the first pass are filled with oil, the temperature should have been lower and closer to air 
temperature since oil does not undergoes phase change. No significant temperature difference 
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between channels at the bottom of the first pass is detected in the image. As a result, at this 
condition the model agrees well with experiments, as pointed out by arrows in Figure 4.2. The 
temperature drop in the dot circle area may indicate that more oil is distributed into those 
channels that directly face condenser inlet. More oil may have been purged into the 
microchannels because of the special location.  
In the TXV system, however, a significant temperature difference is detected at the bottom of the 
first pass, as shown in Figure 4.3. As oil charge increases, more channels in the bottom have 
lower temperature. The infrared image is in favor with the hypothesis that the bottom channels 
could be filled with oil. The dot circle in Figure 4.3 further confirms that more oil could be 
purged into those microchannels that directly face the inlet. 
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Figure 4. 1 Condenser simulation result with even mass flow rate distribution 
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Figure 4. 2 Condenser mass retention result with even mass flow rate distribution 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 3 Infrared image of condenser for OT system with R134a[5] 
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Figure 4. 4 Infrared image of condenser for TXV system with R134a 
(a)Total oil charge 145g; (b) Total oil charge 175g; (c) Total oil charge 205g 
 
 
Table 4. 2 Condenser model deviation with even mass flow rate distribution 
 
Void Fraction Model 
Average Deviation Standard Deviation 
Refrigerant Lubricant Refrigerant Lubricant 
Modified Zivi 8.57% 26.13% 11.47% 28.20% 
Premoli et al (1971) 8.98% 26.69% 10.22% 28.31% 
Zivi (1963) 8.49% 27.04% 9.43% 28.69% 
Homogeneous 13.86% 27.56% 14.70% 29.62% 
Niño (2002) 20.47% 28.65% 22.00% 30.51% 
 
 
The model with the assumption of even mass flow rate distribution is insensitive to OCR and 
may significantly under estimate oil retention. The infrared images show that the bottom 
channels of the first pass have lower temperature, the number of which increase with total oil 
retention. Since oil does not undergo phase change, the lower temperature is most likely caused 
by the bottom channels filling up with oil-rich liquid mixture.  
1
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2
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  pass 
1
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2
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To modify the model with the conclusion from infrared images, the bottom channels are assumed 
to be filled up with liquid. Mass flow rate is assumed to be evenly distributed within the top 
refrigerant-rich channels and the bottom oil-rich liquid channels. By applying mass conservation 
and matching the pressure drop across these two types of channels, the mass flow rates are 
calculated respectively. The modified results are shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6. The deviation is 
listed in Table 4.3. Refrigerant and oil mass can be predicted within 15% error, respectively. 
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Figure 4. 5 Condenser simulation result with modified mass flow rate distribution 
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Figure 4. 6 Condenser mass retention simulation result with modified mass flow rate distribution 
 
 
Table 4. 3 Condenser model deviation with modified mass flow rate distribution 
 
Void Fraction Model 
Average Deviation Standard Deviation 
Refrigerant Lubricant Refrigerant Lubricant 
Modified Zivi 10.65% 10.10% 13.05% 16.72% 
Premoli et al (1971) 11.28% 9.15% 13.09% 14.16% 
Zivi (1963) 10.27% 8.11% 12.12% 12.06% 
Homogeneous 15.67% 6.66% 17.80% 9.32% 
Niño (2002) 23.31% 6.94% 25.69% 10.17% 
 
 
4.6 Evaporator Simulation 
In the evaporator, oil and refrigerant mass retention is simulated in inlet pipe, headers, plates and 
outlet pipe. In the inlet pipe, flow is in a two phase flow. The vapor quality is approximated from 
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an isenthalpic throttling process, as shown in Equation 4.58 to 4.60. The temperature and 
pressure of condenser outlet and temperature of evaporator inlet are taken from experimental 
measurements. 
 
, ,evap in cond outh h      (4.58)
 
, , ,( , )cond out cond out cond outh Enthanlpy T P     (4.59)
 
, ,( , )evap in evap inx Quality T h     (4.60) 
 
Figure 4. 7 Plate evaporator 
 
The headers in evaporators are treated differently because of its configuration. The evaporator 
has 4 passes and 5 horizontal headers, with a configuration as shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 
Due to gravity, liquid cannot be accumulated in the top three headers so they are assumed to be 
filled with refrigerant vapor. The bottom two headers, however, can hold much more liquid. The 
lowest ports are located at the middle of the header, although the liquid level may depend on the 
flow speed, it is assumed that the bottom two headers are half filled with liquid. The oil 
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concentration in the header is set the same as the oil concentration in the last segment of the plate 
into the header.  
 
 
Figure 4. 8 Evaporator header 
 
The evaporator plates are discretized into small segments and each segment is simulated in the 
same way as described for condenser tubes. Solubility at the evaporator outlet is used to calculate 
maximum oil concentration. The maximum bubble point temperature is also calculated as the 
criteria between two phase region and superheat region. There are 3.5 plates in the first pass and 
5.5 plates in the last pass. The mass flow rate in these two half plates are adjusted to have the 
same pressure drop across each pass as other full plates. The interfacial shear stress model is 
used for the outlet pipe and empirical correlation for horizontal pipe is employed. 
The Yan’s heat transfer correlation used in evaporator simulation is dependent with heat flux. 
Although ideally there are enough equations to solve heat flux together with total heat transfer, it 
is computationally unstable and inefficient to directly use the built-in iteration method in EES. 
An additional procedure is employed. By iterating wall temperature until refrigerant side heat 
transfer matches air side, this procedure can improve the stability and reduce time for calculation. 
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4.7 Evaporator simulation results 
Experimental results and simulation results are compared in Figure 4.9. In addition to the input 
used in condenser model, refrigerant side temperature and pressure at the outlet of liquid line are 
taken to calculate evaporator inlet vapor quality. The number of segment is set as 100 for the 
evaporator plate based on the same criteria used for condenser. 
The evaporator model predicts overall heat transfer within ±10% and air outlet temperature 
within ±3 
o
C. However, pressure drop and refrigerant outlet temperature prediction error are 
much more significant. Similar with the condenser, the error for pressure drop is most likely 
from neglecting pressure drop in the header. Since the bubble point temperature of the mixture 
depends on the pressure the error in pressure drop can also induce refrigerant outlet temperature 
error. Another reason for refrigerant temperature error is because refrigerant vapor has much 
smaller specific heat. This leads to a drastic temperature increase in the superheat region, even 
though the heat transfer in this region is only about 10% of the overall heat transfer of the 
evaporator. 
The mass inventories with different correlations are plotted in Figure 4.10. Refrigerant and oil 
mass inventory are mostly predicted within 20% error. The average and standard deviation are 
listed in Table 4.4, which shows very small difference between different void fraction 
correlations. The void fraction of the header is assumed to be independent with the void fraction 
in the evaporator plate. The assumption that the header is half filled with liquid seems to be fair 
at low mass flow rate. At higher mass flow rate (L-35 condition), as shown in Figure 4.10, the 
liquid level is expected to be lower because of stronger turbulence and higher entrainment. The 
model over predicts refrigerant charge since this effect is not reflected.  
 
Table 4. 4 Evaporator model deviation 
Void Fraction Model 
Average Deviation Standard Deviation 
Refrigerant Lubricant Refrigerant Lubricant 
Zivi (1963) 14.98% 13.44% 17.43% 17.96% 
Mandrusiak and Carey (1988) 16.85% 13.26% 20.51% 17.42% 
Jassim et al (2005) 13.55% 13.05% 15.84% 17.77% 
Homogeneous 15.79% 13.24% 19.25% 17.38% 
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Figure 4. 9 Evaporator simulation results 
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Figure 4. 10 Evaporator mass retention simulation results 
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Chapter 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 Conclusions from experimental study 
In summary, refrigerant and lubricant mass distribution are measured in each component of an 
automotive A/C system. R134a and R1234yf are used to pair with PAG 46 as working fluid. 
Different mass flux, OCR and system configuration are investigated. The conclusions of the 
current experimental work are summarized as follows: 
 Quick Closing Valve Technique (QCVT) combined with Remove and Weigh Technique 
was employed to measure the refrigerant mass, with an uncertainty within 2%. Three 
different techniques-Remove and Weigh, Mix and Sample and Flushing- were used to 
determine the mass of lubricant. The total mass of lubricant in the system was determined 
with 5% uncertainty in average.  
 In Orifice Tube (OT) system with a low side accumulator, oil concentration in each 
component is generally higher when the system runs with R1234yf than R134a. In the 
accumulator, oil concentration about 23% higher with R1234yf than with R134a. 
 In Thermal Expansion Valve (TXV) system, OCR has minor effect on refrigerant 
distribution. Compared with OT system, TXV system in this study runs with higher 
condenser subcooling and evaporator superheat. Under similar OCR, TXV system has 
much higher oil retention in both heat exchangers. 
 Higher mass flow rate has a very minor effect on refrigerant mass distribution as well as 
compressor oil retention. However it significantly affects oil retention in the evaporator. 
 
5.2Conclusions from modeling efforts 
A model with semi-empirical correlations was developed to predict refrigerant and lubricant 
retention in the microchannel condenser and plate evaporator used in the experiment. The model 
was further validated against experimental data. The conclusions of the modeling efforts are as 
follows: 
 The condenser model predicted overall heat transfer within ±10% error with experimental 
results; Refrigerant outlet temperature and air outlet temperature are predicted within ±5 
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o
C. However, pressure drop prediction is much smaller than measurement. The error may 
come from neglecting pressure drop in the header. 
 In the condenser model, the assumption of even distribution of mass flow rate fails under 
certain conditions, which leads to significant under prediction at higher OCRs. Infrared 
imaging is used as an additional tool to identify oil mass distribution. It is found that 
bottom channels could be filled with oil and the number of filled channels increases with 
OCR. With this modification, condenser refrigerant and oil mass retention can be 
predicted within ±15%, respectively.  
 The evaporator model predicts overall heat transfer within ±10% and air outlet 
temperature within ±3 
o
C. However, pressure drop is usually under predicted and can 
lead to an over prediction of refrigerant outlet temperature. The pressure drop error may 
come from neglecting header pressure drop and also the correlation since the source of 
pressure drop correlations for plate evaporator is very limited.  
 Refrigerant and oil mass inventory in the evaporator are predicted within 20% error. The 
void fraction in the header seems to depend on the geometry and mass flow rate. At low 
mass flow rate, the liquid level in the header depends on the lowest plate entry. But at 
higher mass flow rate, keeping this assumption may result in a slight over prediction 
since the effect of mass flow rate may be more significant. 
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Appendix 
 
OT system original experimental data 
 
OT, I-35, R134a (1000g), PAG 46 (230g) 
 
Component Refrigerant(g) Lubricant(g) 
compressor 90.1 25.8 
condenser 231.6 26.1 
liquid tube 363.4 9.5 
evaporator 160.5 21.9 
accumulator 140.0 106.6 
suction line N/A N/A 
discharge line N/A N/A 
TOTAL 985.5 189.9 
Original charge 1000.4 229.0 
 
 
OT, I-35, R1234yf (1000g), PAG 46 (230g) 
 
Component Refrigerant(g) Lubricant(g) 
compressor 84.9 26.9 
condenser 238.6 29.3 
liquid tube 429.4 11.7 
evaporator 135.7 23.9 
accumulator 81.8 122.0 
suction line N/A N/A 
discharge line N/A N/A 
TOTAL 970.5 213.8 
Original charge 1000.0 230.0 
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TXV system original experimental data 
 
TXV, I-35, R134a (1350g), PAG 46 (145g) 
Component Refrigerant (g) Lubricant (g) 
compressor 54.5 23.9 
condenser 377.8 41.3 
liquid tube 688.6 14.9 
evaporator 128.0 41.9 
receiver 82.4 8.3 
suction line N/A 5.3 
discharge line N/A 3.7 
TOTAL 1331.2 139.3 
Original charge 1352.1 143.4 
 
TXV, I-35, R134a (1350g), PAG 46 (175g) 
Component Refrigerant (g) Lubricant(g) 
compressor 60.0 26.3 
condenser 384.9 60.3 
liquid tube 691.9 23.8 
evaporator 126.1 44.2 
receiver 78.8 6.0 
suction line N/A 5.4 
discharge line N/A 7.4 
TOTAL 1341.7 173.5 
Original charge 1349.7 174.9 
 
TXV, I-35, R134a (1350g), PAG 46 (205g) 
Component Refrigerant(g) Lubricant(g) 
compressor 68.6 36.4 
condenser 397.9 63.9 
liquid tube 666.2 26.1 
evaporator 123.8 57.6 
receiver 84.1 3.0 
suction line N/A 6.1 
discharge line N/A 4.1 
TOTAL 1340.6 197.2 
Original charge 1350.7 205.1 
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TXV, I-35, R1234yf (1435g), PAG 46 (145g) 
Component Refrigerant(g) Lubricant(g) 
compressor 37.9 21.7 
condenser 368.9 43.1 
liquid tube 823.3 19.3 
evaporator 96.4 44.0 
receiver 77.8 1.7 
suction line N/A 8.9 
discharge line N/A 2.8 
TOTAL 1404.3 141.6 
Original charge 1436.8 146.0 
 
TXV, I-35, R1234yf (1435g), PAG 46 (175g) 
Component Refrigerant(g) Lubricant(g) 
compressor 41.8 25.8 
condenser 373.6 51.6 
liquid tube 814.4 32.3 
evaporator 96.2 46.6 
receiver 79.6 1.7 
suction line N/A 8.1 
discharge line N/A 3.6 
TOTAL 1405.6 169.7 
Original charge 1438.5 174.8 
 
TXV, I-35, R1234yf (1435g), PAG 46 (205g) 
Component Refrigerant(g) Lubricant(g) 
compressor 45.4 27.9 
condenser 420.7 69.2 
liquid tube 792.9 33.2 
evaporator 98.4 52.8 
receiver 77.1 3.2 
suction line N/A 5.3 
discharge line N/A 5.6 
TOTAL 1434.4 197.3 
Original charge 1437.5 203.5 
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TXV, L-35, R1234yf (1435g), PAG 46 (145g) 
Component Refrigerant (g) Lubricant (g) 
compressor 40.1 20.2 
condenser 376.2 45.3 
liquid tube 745.0 22.1 
evaporator 110.8 35.1 
receiver 70.8 2.9 
suction line N/A 1.9 
discharge line N/A 4.6 
TOTAL 1343.0 132.1 
Original charge 1450.0 146.1 
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